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• ABSTRACT 

^tension of W. WUlla' Switthti Power Linae b studied. Pubed laser 
« on a photocathode win, or wires, within a simple resonant structure. 
•Iting poised electron current between the wire and the structure wall 
e resonant field; and 1/energy b extracted in the mm to cm wavelength 
.'arfooi geometries are presented, including one consisting of a simple 
parallel wires over a plane conductor. Reralta from a one-dimensional 
on are presented. 

INTRODUCTION.:' 

radio frequency power that can be generated by a lasertran is bounded 
earn power, i.e., by the average current times the applied anode voltage, 
able cathode can be {bond then this average current is limited only by 
large consideration*. In a simple diode the maximnm charge per area 
-t can be taken Cram the cathode is 

«„ = £,£• (1) 

is the accelerating field. The transit time r to cross a gap 0 Is 

(war '« 

:e we cannot start another chute until the first has crossed the gap 
id, then Eq. (1) would not he valid), the maximum average current per 
* iff 4«/r and the maxunum power output is 

J W - ^ - A . ^ ^ * * ^ " (3) 

ere is a strong motivation for using high accelerating fields £. 
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The maximum fields that can be sustained continuously in a vacuum are 
only of the'order of 100 KV/cm (JO MV/m). But for short pubes and small 
gaps very much higher fields can be obtained. For instance, Warren et el. 3 have 
reported fields of 160 MV/m across a 1 mm gap for 5 nsec pulses, and Jultner 
et al.* report 3,000 MV/m across 27 p for 1 nsec pulses. 

Linae (see Fig. 1). In this idea a 

The pulse length required for a linac, fall as the wavelength to the 3/2 
power; so for short wavelengths long pubes are not required. For instance, at 
a wavelength of 0 mm the "natural" fill time of an accelerating cavity is only 
of the order of 5 nsec and thug fields of 100 MV/m could be employed across a 
gap of the order of 1 mm, without breakdown. 

Applying such a field to Eq. (1) implies a maximum power output of the 
order of a G W per cm1 of cathode (compared with approximately 10 MW/cra' 
for conventional fields and gaps). This high power per unit area would, however, 
be offset by the small natural beam area in a lasertron designed lor short wave
lengths. What is needed 1s a lasertron design for which the total beam area does 
not fall with the wavelength. It is the solution to this problem that this paper 
addresses. 

The genesis of the idea is the proposal by Bill Willis1 for a Suritehtd Power 
single burst of electron current 

is switched by a single pulse 
of laser light. That burst as 
it crosses a circumferential gap 

. generates a pulse of electromag
netic radiation which is focusset 
by the cylindrical geometry and 
used to accelerate particles on 
the avis. 

In the present proposal, the 
same concept is used, except that 
a train or light pulses is em
ployed, and these are used to ex
cite fields in a resonant cevity 
(see Fig. 2). 

However, unlike in the laser
tron, the acceleration of the elec
tron by adc field, and their decel
eration by an RF field is accom
plished in a single gap. It is this 
simplification that allows a mul
tiple linear geometry in which 
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Fig. 1. Switched power accelerator con
cept as proposed by W. Willis (Ref. 1). 
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the total photocathode area can remain largeeven u the wavelength becomes 
very small. ' - -r! 

D E S C R I P T I O N 

The basic concept Is represented (Fig. 2) by a long, vacuum-filled 
rectangular cavity with a wire passing down the center. The wire is held 
at a high potential relative to the, enclosure. By illuminating a photo-
cathode on one side of the wire, electron bursts are allowed to pass from 
the wire to one wall of the box. Repeated pulsing of the photocathode 

at the cavity resonant fre-
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quency results in the ex
citation of a transverse 
electric mode within the 
cavity. Energy can then 
be extracted by coupling 
the cavity to a waveg
uide. 

This simple concept 
may be compared to that 
of the lasertron (Fig. 3) 

„ „ High VbHogi V„„. ; , „„ in which the pulsed photo-
cathode is used to gcner-

Fig.2. Microlasertrbnconcept as discussed here. fcte a bunched accelerated 
beam. The energy is then 

extracted as the beam is decelerated passing one or more ring cavities. SLnce 
the beam's kinetic energy will be lost when it hits the anode, high efficiency is 
only obtained if the beam is decelerated to as near rest as possible. 

Focussing Coil 

Etacfran I ' . ^ " ^ ^ - J 

Fig. 3 . The conventional lasertron concept. 
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• J- - h i . t he microiasertron, the acceleration and deceleration occur within the 
same gap. High efficiency is again obtained when the electrons are brought 
nearly to reBt as they arrive at the anode. But the processes of acceleration 
and subsequent deceleration are controlled by the phase of the field rather than 
the position along the beam. 
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Fig. 4. Hea.izaL.on5 of the microlascrtron: a) single cavity, b) mulli cavity, 
c) grating cavity, d) modification, to grating cavity to couple to outgoing wave. 

The grid indicated in Fig. 2 may not be practical in a short wavelength 
realization of the idea. One finds, however, that the grid can be omitted so 
long as a relatively deep slot is enclosed between conducting walls (see Fig. 4a). 
An extension or this idea has an array of parallel wires under a single slotted 
cover (see Fig. 4b). In this case we find that the slots do not need to be deep. 
A drive frequency is chosen so that the distance between wires is approximately 
one half wavelength and the light pulses entering alternate slots we arranged to 
be 180° out of phase. At all finite angles radiation from the slots cancel. Even 
in the direction parallel with the plane the fields do not sum because the loading 
from the wires causes the phase velocity in the cavity to be less than the speed 
of light. Fields leaking through the slots will also have a phase velocity less 
than the Bpeed of light and will thus be evanescent waves, falling exponentially 
from the slotted walL 

The above observation leads to a further extension of the idea (sec Fig. 4c). 
Now the upper cover of the cavity has been removed, the photocathodes placed 
on the remainingHurfaceand the pulsed light brought down at an angle between 
the wires. Again, because of the presence of the wires, the phase velocity along 
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0 A» to the stogie wire caae, tterttoniagoetic energy COMM be tafan out of 
.. the multiwiiy cavities by coapUng them to waTOgaides. However, H is possible, 

and perhaps mot* convenient, to arrange Unit they couple to plane parallel 
' wave* emanating tram: the surface. In cue of Tig, 4c, this can be achieved by 
. disturbing the periodicity of the wire* (see Fig. 46). 

: In the above discussion we have not mentioned how the cavities would 
... be ended at the end of the wire. - In order, to investigate this question a 

radio frequency model was made 
at a wavelength of 5 cm. It was 
found that if the cathode plane was 
terminated well before the wire 

' enda (see Pig. 5) then the fields 
were effectively constrained to the 
areii above this plane and no loss 
of power occurred along the wires 
beyond it. 

•• The attraction of the mlcro-
lasertron w Its simplicity, and thus 
the possibility of scaling it down 

. to produce very short wavelengths. 
It also appears from the following 
analysis that very high powers and 

'efficiencies may be obtainable. 
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Fig. 5. Mlcrolasertran geometry, 
Including cavity end design. 

ANALYSIS 
EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT 

Under the conditions where 

0 (<ap) < w (gap width) 
« (electron velocity) « e (vel of light) 

«r (gap width) << A (wavelength) 

then the device of Fig. 2 may be thought of as separate diode gap coupled to a 
resonant circuit (see Fig, 6). 

For our purposes we can think of t» as an infinite indactance that allows a 
dc current ipc to flow from the Ugh voltage supply V ^ . C% may be thought 
of as an infinite capacitor that isolates the dc from the resonant circuit. 

In the fallowing discus
sion we will consider ail 
equivalent circuit which 
will allow ns to make 
approximate calculations 
of performance. The anal
ysis is strictly applicable 
only to the plane paral
lel examples of Figs. 2, 
4c and 4d although sim
ilar results are probably 
obtainable for the cases 
of Figs. 4a and 0. 

- i 1—li—r^-Tnrs-TT-E'* . 
'f 

Fig. 6. Equivalent circuit of microlascrtron. 
The current i may be divided: 

where i„, is a resonant oscillatory current associated with the resonant circuit 
of Li and (Ci + C3); and i'„ which ii associated with motion of charges In 
the gap. 

i, = f u/o 

where Q is the charge in the gap and v the velocity of that charge across 
the gap. 

With these definitions we have 

»RF = Inr =in(<Jt + 8) + j ti/d . (4) 

The voltage V across the gap will again have two components: 

V = VBJ?cos(ut+ 9) + K„.i . (5) 

VSF may, of course, vary if there is a net transfer of energy to the system, 
The energy transferred per cycle wi!i in 

z f 
J »,WV»reos{wt + «)dc 

(0) 

e 
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where Z b. the impedance of the resonant system. The phase $ may also be 
perturbed. The chants to phase per cycle win be: 

7 •,(0sin(wi)<tt 
- 'o 

— * " Jh— -
. / iD(i)co.M)t« 

* " « " • • & — ' • « 

IF driven at the resonant frequency Uo, then clearly * must be equal to zero. 
But if the driven frwuency Is-off the resonance, then we have 

*r u - wo = AS •• •, •—̂  = — tan x • (9) 
: .. .,.-,•. SIT.,, 9 , W 

EFFICIENCY. 

The energy used from the dc source per cycle will be 
V > V ' V ••, ::V'v'.'y,^.^-'::.:;' 

ABd, = J i,V,M it - q V^i , 
: ' • ' •• '"~° • , ' , " : ' . . 

the difference between this and A E m , the energy going into the r/field, is lost 
as heat in the anode as electrons give with Unite kinetic energy. Thus, 

* e. * 
where vj is the velocity with which the electrons hit the anode, m is the eiectron 
mass and « its charge. Thus the efficiency c of transferring energy from the dc 
source to the resonant circuit Is 

,-'-r",*i*?d**> 
•tain Brat the acceleration of a chi 

(10) 

To get »/ we obtain Brat the acceleration of a charge in the gap which 
will be 

when £. = V»*.i/o, Cnr - KPF/J and rf> b introduced as an arbitrary phase so 
that we can define I = 0 as tlie time when the charge is mltlauy released from 
the cathode. Integrating Eq. (11a) we obtain the velocity of the electrons at 
time I: 

B(t) = ^ [ f # ( - ^ s i n M + ^) + ?S£ Bin*] . (116) 

Integrating again we obtain the distance traveled: 

X 

Setting s = g in Eq. (lie) will give the transit time r = I which when 
substituted into Eq, (lib) gives the final velocity vj and thus the energy loss 
and efficiency using Eq. (10). 

LOW RF FIELD CASE 

If ERF « £,1.1, then 

9 " 2m" £ " a l r ' 

end 

'-(¥)"'(&)'" • 
This may be compared with the cycle time A/e and we define this ratio as: 

We will continue to use this definition of F, even when fftf is not less than 
Cjbf- ft then becomes a useful sealing fact or rather than an actual ratio of 
transit time to cycle. 

a 



SHORT^TRANSIT TIME APPROXIMATION 

If we assume 
••'" * V « 1 • . (13) 

then w r « 1 and Eq. (lie) reduces to 

tt* 

9«2^( f > - fRFC08^) (Mo) 

and .'"' 

' ; ' • " . . . B ! .• 

Maximum efficiency is realized if vj is minimum, i.e., the least kinetic energy 
is dumped on the anode. This will occur for 4> = 0- Referring to Eq. (6) and 
noting that throughout the tranait wf «s f, we see that this maximum efficiency 
condition aiso implies x — 0, i.e., that the structure is driven on resonance: 
ui = wg. ( ' . , . . . ' 

. So for «i = 0, and remembering that r = F,\/c we obtain 

'rV^dCfffc.,. <-> 
l - e « 1 . 0 2 l 0 » ( I ) 8 j ^ - (mka) . (15») 

If for example we chose X' «* 6 nun, p = .5 mm, e = 5Q5S and F, = -3B, then 
we require 

V , w » 60,000 V 

and 
£ . » 100 MV/m . 

Now from the references quoted by Willis,1 we note that' for times less than 
6 nice, voltages as high as 160,000 V hare been held over 1 mm—2 mm gaps 
(f s 160 MV/m) and for times leas than I usee,* 80,000 volte could be held 
across a 27 p gap (3000 MV/m). Thus, although the values of our example are 
high, they are by no means unreasonable Tor tunes less than S nsec. 

However, the above example assumed an efficiency of only 60%. Higher 
efficiencies would seem to imply even higher Balds. It also assured a transit 
time rather Ions (.38) compared with the cycle time. . This hardly satisfies 
condition (13). Clearly we should calculate the effect of finite transit times. 

ONE-DIMENSIONAL SIMULATION 

To study this problem for finite transit limes, a small computer program 
was written that would emit and track the electrons as a function of time in 
the varying fields. Initially, we consider short pukes and ignore space change 
effects. 

WITH SHORT PUL5E5 X = 0 (ON RESONANCE) 

Keeping the driving phase X = °. i".e., driving at a frequency equal to 
the cavity resonant frequency, we calculate the efficiency as a function of 

the ratio of £RF/i.ui. The re
sults are shown in Fig.. 7a for 
the case where F, (defined by 
Eq. (12)) is 0.33 (e.j., for V = 
50,000 v, g = .5 mm). As ex
pected, the efficiency 1) rises as 
the RF field rises an'd 2) Is some
what less than that expected for 
Fr -» 0 (dotted line). (Due to 
the finite transit lime, the elec
trons do not feel the maximum 
deceleration field over their full 
transit.) What is surprising how-

Fig. 7, Efficiency vs. strength of RF field e v e r i s t h a t t h e efficiency remains 
a) for phase advance x = 0 and b) phase ad- finite e T e n w h e n £*F ia E«ater 
vance adjusted to give maximum efficiency. t t , a n *in«c-

ir we examine the variation of electron velocity (and thus current) as a 
function of the RF phase for a case of low RF field (e.g., ERF/S, = .5, see 
Fig. 8a), then we see the velocity rising more or less linearly and hitting the 
anode at its maximum. This then is much as predicted by Eq. (14b). 

For higher values of the RF field the situation becomes more complicated 
(Fig. 8b for £j?F/£itai = 1.5). Now the particles are started at a phase when the 
RF field is helping the static field. The electrons are thus initially accelerated, 
then decelerated Tor awhile, and finally accelerated again to arrive at the anode 
at a phase which again corresponds (o the £RF helping Che £,(ii. 

SHORT PULSE DRIVEN OFF RESONANCE -
As we noted above (Eq. (7)), it is not necessary to operate at x = 0, If we 

drive the photocathode at a frequency u> different from the resonant frequency 
Wo, then the stable phase \ is finite. If we adjust of and thus \ to give maximum 
efficiency (i.e., minimum arrival electron velocity), then we obtain efficiencies 
as plotted on Fig. 7b. 

to 
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How we observe that efficiencies oTa 100SS are achievedas & r » 2 f t . We 
examine this case in Fig. 8c. The particles are again initially accelerated and 
then decelerated. The parameters, however, are such that the electrons come 
to rest just as they arrive at the anode. We note further that for this "magic" 
case the electrons are not only at rest as they touch the anode bot that their 
acceleration is also zero. This situation should be contrasted with that ob
tained at an even higher fcF field {e.j., £RF/S. = 3-5. Fig- U). In'this case the 

electrans are also at rest a* they 
approach the anode, hut they are 
at that point being decelerated. 

' An electron that just missed the 
anode would move away from it 
and only arrive some time later 
and at a finite velocity. This is 
a less desirable operating point 
than the "magic" one of Fig. 8c. 

All of the above analysis was 
done for F, = .38. We find a dif
ferent magic point for each value 
of FT and these are plotted on 
Fig. 9. Remember.that F, is 
the fractional cycle time taken 
for transit in the absence or an 
RF field. FT -» 0 corresponds 
to very high fields and a small 
gap. In that case 100% efficiency 
is obtained at Epr/£i — 1 and no 
phase lag x b) needed. For larger 
transit times a phase lag is re
quired and larger RF Odds are 
needed to obtain the magic con
dition, la our fallowing studies 
we Willi 

Fig, 9. Values of SRF/SIM and the phase 
advance x 'o give the 'magic' condition for 
different transit time factors F,. 
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Fig. 10. Efficiency va. relative phase for 
a) the magic condition with SRF/£IM = 
2 * b) £arfC** - 1*« ) tufll.w = 1.0. 

F, = .38 

FINITE PULSE LENGTHS 
The above calculations have .all been performed for electrons emitted at one 

phase, i.e., for light pulses on the photocathode of arbitrarily short duration. 
If pulses of finite extent are used then it fa no longer possible to bring all the 
electrons to rest at the anode, and the efficiency varies as a function of the 
initial phase of each part of the bunch (see Fig. 10). We see that for the magic 
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condition (Carve a) the variation is very rapid with the efficiency dropping to 
S€% when tin phase is wrong by only + 4» or — ID* from the magic n-Joe. 
At lower varan of (he RF field, although the maximum efficiency b less, the 
sensitivity to phase at weaker (Curves b and e). As a result a, plot of efficiency 
va C*RF for finite pube lengths (Fig. Ma) shows maximum efficiencies being 
obtained at progressively lower values of Cny. Figure 12a shows the maximum 
efficiencies as a function of pulse duration (AeV) in degrees. For an example we 
will consider a pulse duration (Ad) of IB*, for which the efficiency would be 
•a BOSS. 

SPACE CHARGE EFFECTS 

If a charge density o in coulombs/m9 exists just above the cathode surface 
then the induced electric Field behind this charge £,t is given by 

where £o is the dielectric constant of free Spice in inks units (8.855.10'1*). 
The maximum charge that can be accelerated with t given static field fust 

is then 
?«c = £<(•! «0 

and we define a scale invariant fraction F,t 

p _ * _ f • 
?i« ffjlol «0 

Clearly if Flc < I the effect of apace charge will ba negligible. As F,c increases 
the earlier charges will be accelerated mare and the later charges less than in 
the small charge case. As a result It again becomes impossible to bring all 
charges to rest at the anode and the efficiency suffers. 

Figure lib shows' the efficiency for different amounts of charge F„ and 
different £Rf. As with the long pulse case, maximum efficiency occurs at fields 
less than the magic value. Figure 1Kb shows maximum efficiencies as a function 
of (he charge. 

At first it would seem natural to pick a charge of the order of .4 times 
the space charge limit, for which the efficiency would stiff remain above VS% 
even-with a pulse length of 18*. Such a large charge however would have two 
difficulties: 

(1) The current density in our example (V ="W KV, j = .S mm, X = 6 mm) 
would be 44 KA/icm' which may he excessive. 

u 



(3) The uutantaaeous voltage drop of Ilia' wire would be Urge. In a dosed 
• device a» illustrated to Fig. 4a or 4b, assuming equal gaps above and 
' below the wire, then the fractional voltage drop would be «/(2 ««) o r 

.. 20%. tn the open alrnetUM case of Fig. 4c or 4d the capacity fa only half 
and the voltage drc4> mold be 4 0 % . \ r : 

Thus jar ah example we will chose a somewhat smaller value of o / j K , such 
as 0.1, tor'which the resulting inefficiency Is very small. 

A POSSIBLE PARAMETER LIST 

THE CAVITY 

t will consider an open structure of the type illustrated in Fig. 4d, with I 
mm square wire* and a total area of 10 cm by 10 cm. For a wavelength of ~ 6 
mm the wires would be placed about 2.5 com apart. Thus there would bs ~ 40 
wires. The total photo cathode area is about 40 cm'. I will consider a pulse 

. length of 18" and o/?ic = 0.1. I then obtain: 

V,tti = 50KV 
o a .5 mm • 

e,iu = 100 MV/m 
A = 8 mm 

A/calBpSK ' 
':'.' t ^ j M = .0p isee V-( iV|.^ 

«,« =^.8 10" 4 # i a * , 

a = 8.8 10 - ' c/m* 
Qnl,t =3-8 10"T coulombs 

fur - ISO MV/m 
« = S0$s 
$ = -130° 
X = -38* 

peofc tpMs tttluU = 10 KA/cm? 
one. ijui. ctlkeit = SOOA/cm* 

W„^t = 78 10* watts . 

The time for the mierotasertron to Gl] requires knowledge of both the stored 
energy in the structure and the average efficiency during the 611, neither of which 
we have. Rough estimates suggest: 

lu' / i ir « -8 mec . 

If this power source is to fill a semi-conventional accelerating cavity then 
the pulse duration must be less than the natural "fill lime" of that cavity. 
Jf we scale from SLAC's r/,-« = .8 usee at A = 10 cm then for A = 6 mm: 

"ate fill = H usee . 

Reference 3, however, suggests that breakdown could occur after about 5 nsee 
and thus the pules length and energy per pulse would have to be reduced to: 

r es 5 usee 
n c ( (j„ es 250 
Jcntptt a 3-0 Joules . 

This still represents a large total energy output for such an apparently simple 
device. 

LASER AND PHOTOCATHODE REQUIREMENTS 

The laser would be required to deliver I psec pulses approximately IB psec 
apart for trains lasting of the order of 5 nsec. The optic frequency and power 
required would depend on the photo cathodes. If a conventional S 20 type of 
cathode could be'employed and if e, = 10% quantum efficiency is assumed at 
a wavelength of the order of 500 n meters (V„ = 2".5 volts) then the power 
required would be 

"* < V,M t, 

= 2.4 mJ/ train of pulses (c./. 3.9 Joutes output) 

= . 06 %JKF . 

Such a train of pulses could, for instance, be generated by multiplexing a single 
psec pulse generated by a mode locked dye laser. If the whole train were finally 
amplified by a X,F laser the overall efficiency might be expected9 to be about 
2%. In this case the power going to the laser would be negligible compared to 
that going to the electrical supply (~ 3%). 

m 
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Cathode. Atldw fields atBiJl.fy light it has bee9rob*erv«ii to rive a quantum 
efficiency' of 10"? and nay be expected to base higher efficiency at the field; 
levtaernptc^ed mow example. 

Perhaps the moat pretnUniapproach woald be to OM < metal photocathode 
- and UV light tt It ebttrrad' that tha quantum efficiency of mast metals peaks 

at about 3500 A and that thle. efficiency t* given very approximately by the 
relation •' 

, ° . " «aiaxiO- si[V ( l-H' f / /) s 

where V„ n S V for 2S00 A and W la the work function of the metal. Table I 
gfvet aome examples. It la reasonable to assume thai the quantum efficiency 
woald be imbed In a high field due to the Behottky reduction or the effective 
work function ' 

V.f ••-(*£)* *w 
On this assumption value* are |trtn In Table I lb* expected quantum efficiencies 
for torn* vahtee of surface fields. 

Table I. ' Work fonettoni W In volts and quantum efficiencies for es 2600 A 
light at dllfartnt surface fields. The aero field values are measured and the 
other* extrapolated. 

!•• ' :• 
a^jp- PerccnlageQuantoin Efficiency 

f o r £ ( M V / m ) ^ 

Metal wr«»lta) 0 SO 100 300 800 1000 
Na a.i-18 • 7.0 «.» W-« « • • 18 
Ga 2.6-4.2 3 3.0 3 4 4.3 6.1 SJB 
Tw 3.4-34 1.1 U M M M as 
Zr a.T'---4i' J .6 JB 1 4 1.0 3.2 
la . 4 J 0 - 4 J .IS M .48 .68 1.3 3.4 

• Co AA '• JOB 21 M .47 14 1J» 

IT 
V 

If -we take a Zirconium photocsthode then with a Befd of 100 MV/m we can 
assume a quantum efficiency of.%%. The uptfcal power then required for our 
example la 60 m J/bara' of pulses which hi a significant fraction of the output 
power (13%). 

' However, a Krf Exemer laser at a frequency of 2480 A toutd be used and 
audi lasers have given* U>% intrinetc efilciency.If we assume an overall laser 
efficiency of 9% then the electrical power required for the laser Is still only 11% 
of the output power.' 

SCALING 

BREAKDOWN 

In order to discuss the sealing of the mterolatertron, we need a theoretical 
model of the electrical breakdown. In Table It we give published values for 
the breakdown fields for different gap* and times (r). In all cues listed the 
electrodes were of copper or brass, For comparison we give alio the transit 
time (() for a copper ion and ths ratio n of the breakdown time to this transit. 

We note that for a fixed voltage V tha ratio n Is relatively insensitive to 
the gap and thus the field. For lower voltages n is higher, and for higher 
voltages n seems to tend towards 1. This observation clearly suggests that the 
breakdown in these cases was a result of a cascade proeess involving the release, 
by electron impact, of ions at the anode, their movement back to the cathode 
and release there of more electrons. Tha number of ion transits required for 
breakdown would be dependenton the numb era of ions and electrons released by 
the Impact*, and these would depend only on the voltage. Th!i Is as observed. 
For scaling purposes, therefore, we aasume that tha time for breakdown 11 a 
fixed multiple of the ion transit times at fixed voltage V. 

Table II. Observed breakdown times for copper or brass 
electrodes and different gaps and voltages. 

V 9 £ r t n Ref. 
(KV) {turn) (MV/m) (ASM] (nsec) 

40 1 40 24 3.7 4.2 3 
80 3 40 22 8 24 a 
80 1 80 11 4 2.8 3 
80 A57 1400 .67 .23 2.6 4 

160 2 80 5 S.6 .9 3 
MO 1 160 5 2,8 1.6 3 
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WAVELENGTH SCALING 

It Is reasonable to keep the relative geometry constant, i.e., 

£ = const (.083) 

- F, = ^ = const (.38) 

Ad = const (18°) 

Then from Eq. 126 

-£- = const (.1) . 

V(UI « 10* — = const i&OKV) 
foC 

From the breakdown scaling of Sec. 6.1 we obtain the time before breakdown 
to be 

(2M o V " , 

and .the number of RF cycles before breakdown ( » w ) 

e "flF = "M-j^jji" ( j j = const (w 400) . 

Since the gap p is proportional to A the field, for fixed voltage 

*"* < ' 

the space charge limit per unit area 

;-^fc«i--.;.r 
1 and the average current per unit area 

. - ; ' , • " • • ' • - • • . ; - ' ' ' . . - ' 1 : • ; 

. .:. , a » c « 9 « u , o c Tf ' 

and thus the average power per unit of cathode area 

WaiVaj; 
and the output energy in Joules 

J a WT a i . 

Using these relations we obtain for a 10 cm x 10 cm device as described in 
Sec. 5, but with different wavelengths. 

3 cm 20 MV/m 20 A/cm' 30 MW 
1 cm 70 MV/m 200 A/em* 300 MW 

3 mm 200 MV/m 2 KA/em 1 3GW 

•KssJ rirKJWMm Jott 

36 n sec .8 Joules 
10 n sec 2.3 Joules 
3.6 n sec 8 Joules 

The advantages in going to short wavelengths is remarkable. It will be 
limited, presumably, by cooling, photocathode, or nonscaling breakdown phe
nomena. 

CONCLUSION 

The above analysis has shown that a microlaserlron might be a source 
of powerful mm radiation but there are many assumptions that need to be 
demonstrated: 

(1) Firstly we have assumed that a gradient of the order of 100 MV/m can 
be maintained over a .5 mm gap for 5 nscc. This is consistent with 
extrapolations from experimental results using metal electrodes but may 
not be possible if one of the electrodes rhas a low work function surface 
(pho'tocathoilc). Experimental work is required. 

(2) We have assumed current densities of the order of 10 K amps/cm' for 
1 pace pulses, and.average currents of the order of 500 A/cm* for the 
order of 5 usee. Both values are higher than observed with a conventional 
photocathode. Values of the required order have been observed from 
metal photocathodes, but with low quantum efficiency. 

(3) The analysis ignores the finite width of the diode gaps and also ignores the 
direct radiation from the electrons into the cavity. Full two-dirr.cnsional 
numerical calculation is required. 

(4) Details of switching the primary current i.ave not been discussed. Laser 
activated solid state switches may be suitable, but much work remains to 
be done. 

(5) Details of RF windows, heat removal and a thousand other questions have 
not yet been addressed. 

Despite these questions the potential of the proposed device seemed to 
justify its presentation now. Work on many of these problems is being pur
sued at various labs and future publication will hopefully answer some of the 
questions. 

1 would like fc> thank W. Willis whose original idea started this wort and 
whose continued interest and suggestions have nurtured it. I aiso wish to 
thank J. Clause, V. Stumer, V. Radcka, T. Rao, and many others for 
their contributions. 
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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account or work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government Neither the UniteJ States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights; Reference herein to any spe
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom
mendation, or favoring by the United States Government or, any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof, 


